BEHAVIOR
SAFE

SCHOOL-WIDE
-Keep hands, feet, and
objects to self
-Ask permission to leave
any setting
-Follow emergency
procedures/ directions

ANDERSON PUBLIC SCHOOL
Student Expectations for the Anderson School Community
CLASSROOM
HALLWAYS
CAFETERIA
OUTSIDE
-Know evacuation routes
-Maintain personal space
-Handle all equipment
carefully and properly
-Move in a safe manner

-Walk
-Stay to the right
Walking single file
on the right hand
side
-Avoid physical
contact
Keeping hands,
body and objects to
yourself

RESPONSIBLE

-Report concerns
-Own your behavior
-Be truthful
-Be a good role model
-Follow through on your
commitments

-Come prepared
-Complete and turn in
assignments on time
-Communicate with
teachers

-Keep locker area
clean
-Get to where you
need to be in a
timely manner
Being on time

RESPECTFUL

A LEARNER
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-Think of others
-Use appropriate language
-Understand differences
-Listen actively
-Honor others' personal
space
-Use appropriate voice
level (0-3)
-Show consideration for
property

-Cooperate and learn well
with others
-Speak politely to your
teachers and classmates
-Allow others to speak
without interrupting
-Appreciate differences in
others

-Voice level (0-1)
-Remove headgear
while entering the
building

-Make good choices

-Be on time and ready to
learn
-Take risks in learning
-Be an active participant

-Travel hallways
quietly so as to not
interrupt others'
learning

-Walk
Walking to the line
Keeping hands,
body and objects to
yourself
-Clean-up spills
-Carry trays with
care
-Wait to be released
Lining up quickly
and quietly when
dismissed
-Clean up personal
and common space
Cleaning your own
tables
-Be prepared to
order
Sitting at tables and
eating
Staying at tables
until dismissed by
an adult
-Eat only your food
-Voice level (0-1)
-Use table manners
Making room for
others at tables

-Make healthy food
choices
-Practice positive
social skills

BATHROOMS

TECHNOLOGY

-Use equipment
for intended
purpose
-Stay in approved
areas
-Follow
playground rules

-Wash hands with
soap and water
Washing and
drying hands
-Flush toilets

-Keep identities
private
-Keep communication
open with teachers
and parents
-Personal electronics
may be used outside
of the building before
and after school only

-Pick up litter
-Follow whistle
procedure
-Return
equipment to bin

-Keep our
bathrooms neat
and clean

-Use appropriate
websites

-Include others in
activities
-Show tolerance
for others
-Share space and
equipment
-Demonstrate
sportsmanship

-Allow for privacy
of others
One person in a
stall

-Be active/get
exercise
-Problem solve
-Enter/exit
quietly

-Return to class
promptly
Getting in, getting
out

Putting trash in
the garbage can

-Value oneself and
others

Keeping hands,
body and objects
to yourself

-Utilize technology for
educational purposes

